Annual Keeper Wars
Lions Field Saturday Night—6:30 PM
Contestants
Any two players from each team can register and two more can register as alternates. Player’s
do not have to be a Goal Keeper on the team to be a contestant.

Registration & Check in





Coaches should register their contestants when checking in your team.
Any player registered in the tournament can sign up at the Field Marshal tables on
Saturday to participate if space is available.
Contestants can also register 6:15 PM Saturday night at Lions if space is available.
Must check in by 6:15 Saturday evening at Lions Field.

Keeper Wars Overview








1 on 1 single elimination
Two opposing goalkeepers attempt to score on each other in a two minute match.
The first player to 3 goals wins.
If a tie after 2 minutes first goal wins.
Each keeper must remain on their half of the "field"
The ball may be thrown, punted, drop kicked, kicked or otherwise Propelled
Each keeper has 6 seconds to make a play from time of possession
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Keeper Wars Format Details
The goals will be set up straggling the touchline of the soccer pitch, such that the touchline is used as the
center line of the keeper wars. Cones will be placed to mark the touchlines of the Keeper Wars pitch. The
goals should be 10 yards from the centerline. The cones should 5 yards wider on each side then the goal
width.
 There will be 2 contestants from each team. To start,the contestants from each team go to the
opposite side of the Keeper Wars pitch. The Usher will organize the keepers on each side. The
time keeper will call for match.
 The time keeper will throw in a ball to a keeper to start the game. The keepers play their match..
The winner of the match remains in the elimination, the other player is eliminated, the winner of
the match returns to their Usher and must wait for the next round in the elimination..
 Once all players play, round 1 is completed. Winners will be split up in half's, ensuring no keepers
from the same team are on the same side
 Conduct round 2 in the same manner as round 1
 At the end of round 2 there will divide in half of the remaining players
 Continuing rounds till the final four..the 4 players will be brought to the center of the field and
announced as Final Four.
 Divide the Final Four into two groups and repeat another round,eliminating two, a championship
round will be conducted to determine the finalists.. Award the winner
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